Recent advancements in life-science instrumentation and automation enable entirely new modes of human interaction with microbiological processes and corresponding applications for science and education through biology cloud labs. A critical barrier for remote life-science experimentation is the absence of suitable abstractions and interfaces for programming living matter. To this end we conceptualize a programming paradigm that provides stimulus control functions and sensor control functions for realtime manipulation of biological (physical) matter. Additionally, a simulation mode facilitates higher user throughput, program debugging, and biophysical modeling. To evaluate this paradigm, we implemented a JavaScript-based web toolkit, 'Bioty', that supports realtime interaction with swarms of phototactic Euglena cells hosted on a cloud lab. Studies with remote users demonstrate that individuals with little to no biology knowledge and intermediate programming knowledge were able to successfully create and use scientific applications and games. This work informs the design of programming environments for controlling living matter in general and lowers the access barriers to biology experimentation for professional and citizen scientists, learners, and the lay public.
Recent advancements in life-science instrumentation and automation enable entirely new modes of human interaction with microbiological processes and corresponding applications for science and education through biology cloud labs. A critical barrier for remote life-science experimentation is the absence of suitable abstractions and interfaces for programming living matter. To this end we conceptualize a programming paradigm that provides stimulus control functions and sensor control functions for realtime manipulation of biological (physical) matter. Additionally, a simulation mode facilitates higher user throughput, program debugging, and biophysical modeling. To evaluate this paradigm, we implemented a JavaScript-based web toolkit, 'Bioty', that supports realtime interaction with swarms of phototactic Euglena cells hosted on a cloud lab. Studies with remote users demonstrate that individuals with little to no biology knowledge and intermediate programming knowledge were able to successfully create and use scientific applications and games. This work informs the design of programming environments for controlling living matter in general and lowers the access barriers to biology experimentation for professional and citizen scientists, learners, and the lay public.
interactive experimentation | remote experimentation | programmable wet laboratory | cloud laboratory L ife-science research is increasingly accelerated through the advancement of automated, programmable instruments [50] . Nevertheless, many usage-barriers to such instruments exist, primarily due to physical access restrictions, advanced training needs, and limitations in programmability. Equivalent barriers for computing [52, 17, 28] have been solved through application programming interfaces (APIs) [2] , domain-specific applications, and cloud computing [5, 38, 56, 54] . Consequently, cloud labs to remotely experiment with biological specimen have been developed and deployed for academia and industry [15] , with applications including citizen science games [33, 29] and online education [20, 21, 22, 18] . Different approaches have been taken to make automated wet lab instruments programmable: Roboliq [53] uses artificial intelligence (AI) to ease the development of complex protocols to instruct liquid handling robots; BioBlocks [13] and Wet Lab Accelerator [15] are web-based visual programming environments for specifying instrument protocols on cloud labs like Transcriptic.
Here we propose a general programming paradigm to develop applications on cloud lab platforms which enable realtime interaction with living matter. In analogy to conventional computers, this can be seen as the difference between number processing by mathematicians vs. truly interactive applications like word processing [57] , interactive graphical programs [41] and computer games [16] used by all strata of society. In other words, first-hand interactive experience with microbiology should become accessible for everyone. Fig. 1 . We conceptualize a web programming paradigm that enables the creation of automated, realtime interactive applications with living matter. An integrated development environment (IDE) enables programmers to rapidly develop versatile applications. The resulting application can then be run by experimenters. The underlying application programming interface (API) includes stimulus commands that are sent to a cloud lab affecting the living matter, e.g., shining light on phototactic Euglena gracilis cells. The API also contains biology sensor commands to detect properties of the living matter, e.g., tracking cellular movements. We termed the specific implementation of this paradigm 'Bioty.' The programmer, experimenter, and cloud lab can be spatially separated across the globe (depicted positions are of illustrative nature).
Such concepts of 'Human-Biology Interaction' (HBI) have been explored previously through interactive museum installations [34] and educational games [3] , but both the software and hardware always had to be developed from the ground up. Swarm programming abstractions for easier development . .
Significance Statement
Biology cloud labs are an emerging approach to lower access barriers to life-science experimentation. However, suitable programming approaches and user interfaces are lacking, especially ones that enable the interaction with the living matter itself -not just the control of equipment. Here we present and implement a corresponding programming paradigm for realtime interactive applications with remotely housed biological systems, and which is accessible and useful for scientists, programmers and lay people alike. Our user studies show that scientists and non-scientists are able to rapidly develop a variety of applications, such as interactive biophysics experiments and games. This paradigm has the potential to make first-hand experiences with biology accessible to all of society and to accelerate the rate of scientific discovery. 2 . System architecture of Bioty. Users can write event-driven programs that trigger the function calls, which then measure or influence the state of the biological matter. The programmers develop using three types of API calls: those which provide a stimulus to the organisms on the cloud lab (such as an LED light), those which analyze the continuous frames coming from the cloud lab, and those which support overall application development (such as by drawing on the program screen). The image processing can either be called directly on the live video feed from the BPU or on a simulation of the organisms. The experimenter, programmer, and cloud lab can be distributed across the world. The realtime image processing and simulation could be implemented either on the client or on the server side. We chose to implement the image processing on the client side and the simulation on the server side. Features that were part of the previously published Euglena phototaxis cloud lab architecture [21] are highlighted in purple.
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of interactive applications have also been proposed [32] .
Here we conceptualize and implement the first integrated development environment (IDE) [46] and API for the creation of both interactive and automated applications with living matter, which is hosted on a cloud lab ( Fig. 1 ). This paradigm enables realtime interactive applications and spatial separation of life-science instruments, programmers, and end users. As a specific implementation, we develop the JavaScript-based web toolkit 'Bioty' that utilizes the phototactic behavior of Euglena cells [21] . We conduct on-site and remote user studies with domain experts and novices to test the usability of the system and of applications developed.
Results: System
Overview. We determined through iterative design, development, and user testing that a system for remotely programming living matter should ideally have the following minimal set of components ( Fig. 2) : (1) a biotic processing unit (BPU) to digitally interface with the biological specimen, (2) a cluster of such BPUs hosted on the cloud, (3) realtime conversion of BPU raw output into high-level accessible data structures, (4) a set of programming functions for manipulating and sensing biological matter and integrating with standard programming logic, (5) user and programming environments supporting online and event-driven application conventions, and (6) a virtual BPU that simulates all real BPU functionalities. We developed Bioty as a specific implementation that integrates all of these components.
Biotic Processing Units (BPUs). In analogy to electronic microprocessors like GPUs [43] , Biotic Processing Units (BPUs) [22, 21, 19] are devices that house, actuate and measure microbiological systems robustly over the long term. Computing is defined by the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) as "processes that describe and transform information" [4] . A BPU performs biological computation by transforming a digital input into a physical stimulus affecting analog biological behavior, which is then converted back into a digital output. A BPU can be programmed like a conventional microprocessor, with a domain specific instruction set where the 'computational algorithms' are realized through the non-deterministic biological behavior and responses of living matter [32] .
Here, we use a previously described BPU architecture [21] ( Fig. 2) : photophobic Euglena cells are housed in a quasi-2D microfluidic chip, and the modifiable light intensity of four LEDs placed in each cardinal direction can stimulate cells to swim away from light, which is captured by a microscope camera ( Fig. 2 ). More complex responses are also possible.
Biology Cloud Lab.
A cloud lab has the advantage of making biology experiments accessible from anywhere. However, the presented programming paradigm is equally suitable for a local implementation.
We developed Bioty over the existing cloud lab architecture described previously in [21] , which provides realtime interactive access to a cluster of BPUs ( Fig. 2 ), e.g., through a virtual joystick.
Biological Data Structures. The raw data stream from a BPU should be preprocessed in realtime into higher level data types that enable direct access to state variables about the biological material. Such abstractions allow programmers to treat biological objects (e.g., cells) like sprites [48] or objects in a database, whose state (e.g., position, gene expression level) can be queried and manipulated in real time [32] .
In Bioty, we implemented a continuous image processing layer where cells are continuously tracked (Fig. 2) . Information about individual cells, such as position and orientation, is extracted and associated with a cell index. The resulting data structures can be queried directly.
Programming Abstractions. There are three fundamental categories of functions for programming living matter: stimulus control (actuation), organism sensing, and application creation (Fig. 2 ). The actuating ('writing') functions affect the state of biological matter via a physical stimulus inside the BPU. The sensor functions 'read' the state of the biological matter. The application creation functions are all other standard programming functionalities.
We implemented Bioty in JavaScript with the needed functions in each category. Stimulus control functions like setLED D R A F T allow manipulation of light intensity and evoke Euglena responses like negative phototaxis. Organism sensor functions like getEuglenaPosition provide information regarding the position of a tracked Euglena cell with a given id; functions for velocity, orientation and regional cell count assessment were also implemented. Application creation functions are Biotyspecific, e.g., drawing virtual shapes on the live video feed. Functions can be combined into new, more advanced functions. The full set of Bioty functions are detailed in Fig. S3 . Users can also use the standard built-in JavaScript libraries.
Interface
Design. An accessible user interface and programming environment is required to reflect the standards of online [55, 39] and event-driven [12, 42] development environments. Interactive applications can then be developed and executed by any developer and end-user.
The client side of Bioty ((Figs. 2, 3, Supplementary Movie M1) has a programming interface ( Fig. 3B ) and program output that includes the live BPU camera feed with virtual overlays generated by the program (Fig. 3C ). The programming interface has distinct areas ( Fig. 3B ) for five separate eventdriven functions: (1) startProgram runs at the beginning of program execution, (2) endProgram runs after program termination, (3) run continuously operates during program execution at a rate of 1kHz, (4) onKeypress runs when the user presses a key, and (5) the onJoystickChange function runs when the user operates the virtual joystick (Fig. 3D ). The joystick angle and magnitude map onto LED intensity inside the BPU. Standard features supporting programmers and end-users are in place ( Fig. 3A) : 'Start Program' and 'Stop Program' buttons trigger the startProgram and endProgram events, and 'Save Code' and 'Load Code' buttons enable file handling. A user can also run the same program on different BPUs.
Simulation Mode -Virtual BPU.
A virtual BPU should be integrated that can be programmatically accessed similarly to a real BPU, using the same programming commands. It should be simple for a user to switch between both. Here, the actual 'biological computation' will likely not be exactly the same for real and virtual BPU, as the fidelity of the underlying model is typically limited by incomplete knowledge of the biological system and by computational power. The virtual BPU is useful as it (1) allows to fast and cheap testing and debugging of programs, (2) enables application development even if there are more developers than available real BPUs, and (3) enables genuine life-science research develop models of the biological system that can be tested side-by-side against the live experiment.
We implemented a virtual BPU ( Fig. 2 ) with a simple model where animated Euglena respond to simulated setLED stimuli with negative phototaxis (see Materials and Methods). We integrated the virtual BPU on the client side ( Fig. 2) , but it could also be implemented on the server, especially when there are high computational needs.
Results: User Studies
Example applications. We first illustrate the programming potential and versatility of Bioty through three applications. These applications also provide use cases of the stimulus control, organism sensor, and application creation functions - Radial Plot. This program provides a visualization of the instantaneous average Euglena velocity ( Fig. 4B ), as might be useful for realtime data visualization for biophysics experiments.
Guess The LED Game. This program is a 'biotic game' [49] where the player has to guess which of the four LEDs is switched on based on the observed direction of Euglena swarm movement ( Fig. 4C , Supplementary Movie M3), scoring one point for every correct guess. This game could be used to teach about phototactic behavior -also highlighting the few seconds of delay between light stimulus and cell reorientation.
Study with HBI Novices.
To assess the accessibility of the paradigm, we recruited participants without experience developing interactive biology. Seven programmers aged 21-24 years (mean=22.57 years, SD=1.13 years; SD -Standard Deviation) participated in the study. The only inclusion criteria was previous programming experience. On a scale of 0 ('no experience') to 5 ('expert'), the participants' described their experience regarding programming (2 to 4, mean=3.57, SD=0.84), JavaScript (0 to 4, mean=2.57, SD=1.51), and biology (1 to 4, mean=2.0, SD=1.17). Participants were limited to 2 hours of total coding time, including familiarizing themselves with the interface and API.
To first familiarize the participants with the programming paradigm, they completed two structured tasks where they modified existing programs (completion times -see Table 1 , SI Detailed Procedures: Study with HBI Novices). They then performed two free-form programming tasks to determine the types of applications that novices may create, (see Table 1 ). All 7 participants were able to complete all required structured programming tasks (detailed in SI3). All 7 participants were also able to develop at least one free-form applications (detailed in SI9), although there were some bugs due to the 2hour time constraint. Task completion time and lines of code per application appear in Table 1 ; no single programming task took more than 1.5 hours to complete.
Two notable programs developed by the participants demonstrate the application of the paradigm to data collection and a 'biotic game' [3] :
Swarm Movement Statistics. One participant (program-ming=4, JavaScript=4, biology=2) kept a running average of Euglena velocity, acceleration, and rotation over time while randomly varying the direction and intensity of light. The user was able to visualize these aggregate movement statistics on the screen while observing the moving Euglena and seeing the effects of the shining LED.
Moving Box Game. Another participant (programming=4, JavaScript=3, biology=1) created a game ( Fig. 5A , SI9, Movie M4) where the player must get specific Euglena, specified by ID, into a moving virtual green box while the joystickcontrolled LEDs shine in the direction of the moving box's trajectory, making the Euglena move away from the target goal.
Overall we found that these HBI novices were able to successfully develop versatile applications. In the post-study questionnaire, 7 out of 7 participants mentioned the ease of use (example quote: 'the API was very straightforward and simple to use. It does not take much time to ramp up on the API, which made it fun and way faster to move towards actually using the program'). Feedback also showed that programmers learned new biology during the development process (quote: 'I realized their individual behaviors are really variable; some of them barely respond to light, and some of them respond really quickly'.) This suggests that programming with living matter can facilitate experimentation and education online.
Study with HBI Experts. In order to benchmark the affordances of this development methodology to previously established approaches for creating interactive biology applications (such as [3, 20, 31, 34] ), we recruited participants who had developed such applications in the past. Five HBI experts aged 26-33 years (mean=31.2 years, SD=3.0 years) were recruited for this study. On a scale of 0 ('no experience') to 5 ('expert'), the participants stated experience for programming (3-5, mean=3.6, SD=0.9), JavaScript (0-4, mean=2.4, SD=1.5), and biology (3-5, mean=3.4, SD=0.9). All participants worked remotely and successfully developed applications of their own choosing, spending between 77 and 351 minutes (median 137 minutes), using between 42 and 123 lines of code, and using the all types of API calls (organism, sensor, and application) with different frequency (see Table 2 , SI9). Participants used both the live BPU and the simulation mode, spending the majority (77.6%, SD=11.4%) in the former. Two notable programs developed by the HBI experts demonstrate how they applied the paradigm to realtime data visualization and game design [3] : Orientation Visualization. In order to provide a way of determining the overall response of the organisms to light stimuli, one of the programmers (programming=3, JavaScript=4, biology=3) created a visualization with a line that rotates in the direction of the average orientation of all detected Euglena ( Fig. 5B, SI9 ). The program also records the average orientation every 10 seconds and saves the results to a file.
Basketball Game. Another programmer (programming=3, JavaScript=3, biology=5) created a two-player game ( Fig. 5C , SI9) where the first player lines up a virtual ball using the 'A' and 'D' keys and shoots it with the space key, aiming to hit as many Euglena as possible and scoring a point for every cell that is hit. The second player then uses the 'W', 'A', 'S', and 'D' keys to control LEDs to try to steer the Euglena away from the ball in an attempt to minimize the number of points the first player scores.
When asked whether developing their application with Bioty was easier or harder than it would have been using previously existing tools, all five participants stated that Bioty was much easier. This is also indicated by the relatively low development time and few lines of code.
Evaluating End-User Programs. In order to test whether programs written in Bioty are ultimately usable for end-users, we developed a set of educational applications centered around self-guided science experiments. Fourteen remote university students aged 22-25 years (mean=23.8 years, SD=1.2 years) were recruited to participate in the guided experimentation platform. Ten of the participants identified as female; four as male. The participants' stated prior familiarity with Euglena, on a scale of 1 to 5, ranged from 1 to 4 (mean=1.7, SD=0.99), where 1 corresponds to having never heard of Euglena, 3 corresponds to having read about Euglena before, and 5 corresponds to working with Euglena regularly.
The applications present moving sliders to control the LED stimulus and realtime visualizations of the average orientation of all organisms (depicted through the circular variance ( Fig. 3 ). The main learning goals were: Euglena respond to light, they orient with the direction of the light, the Euglena response depends on light intensity, and it takes a few seconds until the Euglena have fully responded and reoriented with the light. These applications build up in complexity over five phases (see Fig. S1 ). Fig. 3 and Supplementary Movies M6 and M7 show the final application in the sequence.
We recruited 14 participants (aged 22-35 years, mean=24.53 years, SD=9.70 years) who ranked their Euglena experience on a scale 0 to 5 ('no experience' to 'work with Euglena') with mean=1.73 and SD=0.96. The participants went through the five applications with questionnaires in between (see SI5). After the first activity, 7/14 participants reported movement towards or away from light. The others reported spinning around their axis. After the last activity 12/14 participants reported that Euglena move away from light. 9/14 participants reported that the intensity of light affects the speed at which the Euglena move away from light. 12/14 participants reported a response time, ranging from 2 s to 1 min (mean 35 s). The concept of circular variance was harder to grasp for the participants: only 7/14 correctly stated that 'alpha' meant the average orientation of the cells. Overall, participants stated that they learned certain concepts from the applications, such as the fact that Euglena have a negative response to light. This demonstrates that applications written in Bioty can support science education.
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. .   497  498  499  500  501  502  503  504  505  506  507  508  509  510  511  512  513  514  515  516  517  518  519  520  521  522  523  524  525  526  527  528  529  530  531  532  533  534  535  536  537  538  539  540  541  542  543  544  545  546  547  548  549  550  551  552  553  554  555  556  557  558   .   559  560  561  562  563  564  565  566  567  568  569  570  571  572  573  574  575  576  577  578  579  580  581  582  583  584  585  586  587  588  589  590  591  592  593  594  595  596  597  598  599  600  601  602  603  604  605  606  607  608  609  610  611  612  613  614  615  616  617  618 619 620 In the post-study questionnaire, participants were asked free-form questions about their experience (see SI5). Regarding the difference between using live vs. simulated experiments, 11/14 found the simulation to be more predictable and reliable; nevertheless 10/14 preferred the live mode over simulation, only 1/14 preferred the simulations, the others did not have a preference. They also commented on pros and cons of each: the live mode interacts with live organisms, while the simulation is easier to use. This feedback supports previous findings that both experiments and simulations are important for education [10, 36, 7] , and the presented IDE supports both.
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Discussion
We demonstrated the first programming API and IDE to perform realtime interactive experiments with living matter, both locally and on a cloud lab. Bioty allows for (1) the specification of interactive experimentation, (2) the program execution to adjust to the biological response via realtime feedback, (3) the integration of a simulation mode, and (4) the creation of interactive end-user programs usable by other remote experimenters. The API allows for organism sensing via realtime object tracking, organism control through communication with a remote web server with light stimuli, and application development through a user-friendly drawing and program control library.
This paradigm and implemented architecture ( Fig. 2 ) generalizes beyond domain-specific biocomputing (Euglena phototaxis) to other biological, chemical, and physical systems with different control capabilities [4, 27, 32, 44, 1] . Possible advancements in the presented domain include higher spatiotemporal manipulation of cells through more complex light fields and programming abstractions, e.g., 'move cell i right by 5 µm' [32] ). With the appropriate hardware, interactive cloud laboratories could be deployed that operate on many other biological specimen.
The usability and ease of application development of this framework was successfully evaluated through three user studies. Participants from a variety of backgrounds, including outside of the life sciences, mastered the familiarization tasks and developed applications of their choosing. The applications developed spanned several use cases, e.g., data visualization, automated scientific experiments, interactive scientific experiments, art, and games ( Fig. 5 ) and could be created rapidly (less than 6 hours, with less than 150 lines of code; Table 2 ). Novice HBI users indicated that programming had a low barrier to entry, and HBI experts confirmed easier and faster development than previous approaches [30, 32, 22, 34, 21] , indicating a low code-to-functionality ratio (see SI12). The third study demonstrated that end-user applications (e.g., for science education) can be implemented that leverage the realtime interactivity with the biological substrate. Hence, Bioty follows Seymour Papert's vision of interfaces with 'lowfloor/high-ceiling/wide-walls' [45, 47] and constitutes a significant step toward making experimentation, engineering, and interaction with living matter more accessible to a broader community.
There are many research and educational applications, such as realtime data collection, exploration, visualization, and traditional experimentation. The parallel integration of simulation and live experiments ( Fig. 2 ) affords direct model validation, such as the whole-cell models described in [26] . Bioty could be used as a supplement to biology education kits like BioBits [23, 51], which promotes exploratory synthetic biology experiments outside of the lab. Citizen science projects like EteRNA [33] and Foldit [11] could be supported with enhanced lab capabilities. The approach is also extendable to programming and interaction with other remote physical matter [25] . This is ultimately a new form of augmented reality (AR) [37] , with the benefit that 'microbiology' is small and could therefore deliver versatile and rich AR worlds in a costeffective and scalable manner [37] . Bioty is run on a cloud lab that can support millions of experiments a year at a cost of $0.01 each [21], enabling life-science education at scale [21, 19, 8] . Just as personalized computers and programming APIs revolutionized the accessibility and mass dissemination of interactive computing [40] , we believe that programming toolkits like Bioty could stimulate equivalent innovations in the life-sciences. 621  622  623  624  625  626  627  628  629  630  631  632  633  634  635  636  637  638  639  640  641  642  643  644  645  646  647  648  649  650  651  652  653  654  655  656  657  658  659  660  661  662  663  664  665  666  667  668  669  670  671  672  673  674  675  676  677  678  679  680  681  682   .   683  684  685  686  687  688  689  690  691  692  693  694  695  696  697  698  699  700  701  702  703  704  705  706  707  708  709  710  711  712  713  714  715  716  717  718  719  720  721  722  723  724  725  726  727  728  729  730  731  732  733  734  735  736  737  738  739  740  741  742  743 
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Application Development Support. The programming interface follows an event-driven realtime programming mechanism. When any of the five event programming blocks (start, end, run, onJoy-stickChange, or onKeypress) are triggered through one of the enduser events, the code is filtered through a parser that removes any non-approved function calls. The set of approved function calls are the set of API calls plus the standard JavaScript built-in functions. The program throws a compile-time error if a non-approved function is called via the Caja compiler. For each API function that the parser evaluates, the corresponding backend code is injected into the user code, replacing the user call to the API function. If the input code block passes the pre-checks, then the modified code is evaluated as normal JavaScript code, with all built-in language constructs such as looping and program control. If the evaluation of the code throws a runtime error, the execution of the entire script terminates and the error message is displayed to the user. Some API calls communicate directly with the microscopes, while others perform image processing on the video frames that are returned from the cloud labs. This distinction in function implementation is not seen by the user.
When code is saved by a user, the JavaScript code is saved in a formatted file on the system that contains the user code. When a user loads a previously saved program, the formatted file is parsed and placed into the corresponding code blocks on the Bioty user interface.
Simulation Mode. The following equations are used as a toy model for the motion of the Euglena simulation, where x(t) and y(t) are the positions of a Euglena, v is the velocity of a Euglena (which is assumed constant but can vary between individual Euglena), θ(t) is the angle of a Euglena in the 2D plane, and φ(t) is the angle of the LED light stimulus -all at time t; δt is the frame rate, and η is random noise:
Each Euglena is given a random initial position on the screen, a random initial orientation angle, and a constant velocity v sampled from a uniform distribution between 0 and 10 pixels per frame. To calibrate this range of velocities, videos of Euglena were analyzed to determine how many pixels on the HTML5 canvas the Euglena tended to move through per frame. The frame rate is set to 1 frame per 10 milliseconds. ǫ is the coupling strength, set to −0.3. Each simulated cell is an ellipsoid with a 5:1 major-to-minor axis ratio.
We used periodic boundary conditions: when a Euglena's xposition moves past the left or right edge of the screen, it retains its y position, velocity, and orientation, appearing on the other side of the screen. The same method is used when its y-position moves past the top or bottom edge of the screen. If a Euglena collides with another, as defined by their x and y positions being within 2 pixels of each other, then both Euglena are assigned new random θ.
This is a simple model capturing the basic idea of Euglena dynamics in response to light. More sophisticated parameter matching between real and simulated Euglena behavior is possible. For example, the Euglena model is not currently dependent on light intensity. Furthermore, more complex models capturing the subtleties of Euglena movement, such as it 3D polygonal motion, helical swimming pattern, and spinning at high light intensities are possible, but beyond the scope of this work. User Studies. All user studies were conducted according to Stanford IRB-18344.
Study with HBI Novices. To evaluate the remote programming of organisms, we started with an on-site study with programmers performing two structured and two free-form programming tasks. Participants were limited to 2 hours of total coding time, including familiarizing themselves with the interface and API. The version of Bioty used in this study did not include a virtual simulation mode. Participants worked onsite (instead of remote), as it allowed us to directly observe their actions and interview them.
Seven programmers aged 21-24 years (mean=22.57 years, SD=1.13 years) participated in the on-site study. Three of the participants identified as female and four identified as male. Participants were required to be fluent in English and came from a variety of academic backgrounds. Three participants were undergraduate students at the university, three were full-time software developers, and one was a clinical researcher with some coding experience.
In the recruiting form, participants were asked to describe their general programming experience, their JavaScript programming experience, and their general biology experience on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 ('no experience') to 5 ('expert'). The participants' stated programming experience ranged from 2 to 4 (mean=3.57, SD=0.84), JavaScript experience ranged from 0 to 4 (mean=2.57, SD=1.51), and biology experience ranged from 1 to 4 (mean=2.0, SD=1.17). One participant (biology=3) had prior experience working with Euglena. Five of the seven participants had little to no biology knowledge (rating of 1 or 2).
Before starting the familiarization tasks (see SI3), participants were shown a working demonstration of the applications that they were asked to modify. The study researchers were available to answer questions about the API and web interface logistics, but answers to the programming tasks were not provided. After the completion of the first set of structured tasks, participants were asked to complete two free-form programming tasks. Data was recorded on an online Google Form. See Supporting Information for more details about the study, including the full set of questions participants were asked.
Study With HBI Experts.
In order to gather information about system usage by domain experts, we recruited participants with prior Euglena HBI development backgrounds to program applications on the platform over an extended period of time. We aimed to compare their prior experiences with their experience with the remote paradigm.
Five HBI experts (i.e., people who have previously developed Euglena-based HBI applications) aged 26-33 years (mean=31.2 years, SD=3.0 years) were recruited for the remote portion of the study. Two of the participants identified as female; three identified as male. Three participants were graduate students at the university, one was a full-time software developer, and one was a postdoctoral scholar in biophysics. The participants' stated programming experience ranged from 3 to 5 (mean=3.6, SD=0.9), JavaScript experience ranged from 0 to 4 (mean=2.4, SD=1.5), and biology experience ranged from 3 to 5 (mean=3.4, SD=0.9).
The procedure for the study with HBI experts was identical to the study with novices: they were asked to perform two structured and two free-form programming tasks. However, this time the participants were not limited to 2 hours of total coding time, instead having a week to complete their programs. Logs of the total time actually spent on the IDE were recorded. See Supporting Information for more details about the study, including the full set of questions participants were asked.
Evaluating End-User programs.
In order to test whether programs written using this paradigm are ultimately usable for end-users, fourteen remote university students aged 22-25 years (mean=23.8 years, SD=1.2 years) were recruited to participate in the guided experimentation platform. The remote participants were provided with instructions for interacting with the guided experimentation platform. To verify the usability of the programs developed in an independent online setting, no help with the interface was provided by researchers at any point during the study. The simulation mode was implemented for this study. Participants were asked to use both the simulation and live modes.
The guided experimentation platform was broken up into 6 submodules. The first 5 submodules corresponded to a developed application. These submodules built off of each other to progressively teach the student more about Euglena movement patterns through increasingly interactive programs (see Supporting Information Fig. S1 for details) . The final submodule asked students to perform an experiment to determine how long it takes Euglena to respond to light, as defined by the time it takes for the average orientation of the organisms to have a consistently low circular variance. 
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To analyze the qualitative results, two raters categorized all quotes. A first rater initially categorized the quotes, followed by a second rater who confirmed the first rater's categorizations. When there was disagreement, the two raters discussed the categorization of quotes.
See Supporting Information for more details about the study.
Supporting Information (SI).
SI1: Description of Videos.
M1: M1_Interface.mp4 -This movie demonstrates the Bioty interface.
M2: M2_EuglenaTracking.mp4 -Euglena are tracked in real time and labeled with an ID that can be used to track their position, velocity, acceleration, and orientation.
M3: M3_GuessingGame.mp4 -This movie showcases a game where a random LED is turned on and the player has to guess which LED is on based only on the swarm movement patterns of the Euglena.
M4: M4_UserStudyCapture.mp4 -This is a program a user created during the user study. It is a game where the player needs to move a virtual box over a certain number of cells in order to score.
M5: M5_UserStudyHistogram.mp4 -This is a program a user created during the user study. It displays a histogram of the orientation angles of all cells, and allows the user to move slider bars which control LED light.
M6: M6_EducationUserStudy.mp4 -This is the program we used in the guided experimentation platform. It shows a Bioty program with a plot of the realtime average orientation of all cells as well as a plot of average orientation over time.
M7: M7_EducationUserStudySim.mp4 -This is the same application as the previous video above except Bioty is now run in the simulation mode.
SI2: Biophysics Walkthrough.
We illustrate how a user may program with Bioty by walking through an example scenario. Amanda is a scientist who wishes to write an automated script to collect data for a biophysics research project. Specifically, she aims to come up with an equation to model the two-dimensional movement of Euglena in response to various intensities of light. Further, she wishes to identify in real time which Euglena are turning around their short axis in the image plane to align with the direction of light, and she wishes to mark these cells by drawing a red box around them. We note that such an experiment is realistic, as similar experiments have been published in microbiology and biophysics journals [6, 9, 14] .
Amanda first wants to map joystick interactions to LED behavior. She therefore modifies the onJoystickChange event handler so that the direction of the joystick determines which LED is shining and the length that the joystick is dragged is proportional to the intensity of light: Amanda then calls the getAllEuglenaIDs function in the run update event handler every 5 seconds, iterating through the tracked organism IDs at that time to get their velocity and rotation via the getEuglenaVelocity and getEuglenaRotation functions, respectively. She also draws a red box around Euglena that have rotated more than 15 degrees in the past 5 seconds: 
SI3: Detailed Procedures for Study with HBI Novices.
The study with HBI novices was the first of the three studies to be conducted.
Familiarization Programming Tasks
The familiarization tasks (Task 1 and Task 2) had the purposes of familiarizing the participants with the programming interface and API as well as ensuring a minimal level of competency with JavaScript programming. The following instructions were provided to the participants verbatim: Fig. S1 . In order to test whether programs written with this paradigm are useful to end-users, we tested a series of programs of increasing complexity written purely with Bioty. 
D R A F T
Free-Form Programming Tasks
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D R A F T
After completing all tasks, participants were asked to answer a series of questions in an online form about what they liked and disliked about the interface and the JavaScript API as well as a description of the applications they created for Task 3 and Task 4. Participants were compensated 15 US dollars for their participation.
As participants provided feedback, we iteratively made improvements to both the interface and the API. Most of these were nonbiology UI improvements, such as making the event code boxes collapsible/expandable and shortening the API function names to be more concise. All improvements were complete for the next user study. Logs were recorded of all user button clicks on the interface, intermediate versions of their code, any example programs they opened, time spent programming per session, and task completion times.
The following free-response questions were asked on the Google Form after the study:
What application(s) did you end up building (and what did you name the saved code file)?
What did you like about the API? What aspects of the API can be improved?
What did you like about the online interface? What aspects of the online interface can be improved? Now that you are familiar with the API, what are some examples of applications you would build if you had more time?
What are some ideas you have for extending the API and online interface?
What, if anything, did you learn about Euglena that you didn't know before? What did you learn about the Euglena from your scientific experiment application specifically?
SI4: Detailed Procedures for Study with HBI Experts.
The study with HBI experts was the second of the three studies to be conducted. The same Google Form as in the study with HBI novices was provided to participants at the end of this study, with the exact same free-response questions.
The procedure for the remote study was to conduct tasks T1 and T2 from the on-site study and then to program a free-form application of their choosing (T4). The participants programmed on their own time and had 2 weeks to complete the tasks. All logging was the same as in the lab study, including filling out the same questionnaire at the end of the study.
SI5: Detailed Procedures for Evaluating End-User Program.
The study with HBI experts was the final of the three studies to be conducted.
The first program in the sequence allows the user to toggle 4 knobs which control the LED light at the corresponding position. This activity is meant to prime the user to using the system and to understand that Euglena tend to move away from light.
The second program in the guided experimentation platform displays a plot of the average rotation of all the Euglena over time. A white bar shows the direction of the LED light. The plot is updated in real time. The user is not told the value of 'alpha', which is the average orientation of all Euglena on the screen. Participants are asked to infer the value of 'alpha' after using the program.
The third program in the guided experimentation platform provides another visualization of the average orientation via a circular compass which updates in real time. The participant is once again asked to find the value of 'alpha'.
The fourth program in the guided experimentation platform is the same as the previous program except the length of the compass line represents the circular variance of all of the organisms. Participants were asked to observe the value of '|R|' to infer what it represents.
The final program in the sequence incorporates both plots together. At this point in the study, it is next revealed that 'alpha' corresponds to the average orientation of the organisms and '|R|' corresponds to the circular variance of the organisms. The user is then asked to use the program to perform a science experiment determining the average response time of the Euglena, defined as the time it takes for the circular variance to stabilize, meaning the line on the circular plot remains consistent and the data points on the plot stabilize around the white line.
SI6: Study 1 responses.
Note: several of the interface comments from below were fixed for user study 2 and user study 3.
What did you like about the API?
-(no response) -I really like that the API segments each portion of the code into its own location. It's clean and organized. Having the API calls on the same page is also a fantastic idea. I dislike the idea of having to search through a separate page for information.
-I liked the thorough descriptions of each available method. I also felt like the API included methods for most of the functionality I wanted when programming my application.
-Already had some of the functions I needed.
-The API was very straightforward and simple to use. It does not take much time to ramp up on the API, which made it fun and way faster to move towards actually using the program. . .   1489  1490  1491  1492  1493  1494  1495  1496  1497  1498  1499  1500  1501  1502  1503  1504  1505  1506  1507  1508  1509  1510  1511  1512  1513  1514  1515  1516  1517  1518  1519  1520  1521  1522  1523  1524  1525  1526  1527  1528  1529  1530  1531  1532  1533  1534  1535  1536  1537  1538  1539  1540  1541  1542  1543  1544  1545  1546  1547  1548  1549  1550   .   1551  1552  1553  1554  1555  1556  1557  1558  1559  1560  1561  1562  1563  1564  1565  1566  1567  1568  1569  1570  1571  1572  1573  1574  1575  1576  1577  1578  1579  1580  1581  1582  1583  1584  1585  1586  1587  1588  1589  1590  1591  1592  1593  1594  1595  1596  1597  1598  1599  1600  1601  1602  1603  1604  1605  1606  1607  1608  1609  1610  1611 -I think more comprehensive error messaging will be extremely important for helping people move fast on the platform. Also, one problem was definitely the fact that the space key could be used to 1) press the run button and 2) to interact with the program GUI. This can cause users to accidentally restart the program when they simply want to interact with the program, leading to unpredictable behavior within that program that is pretty hard to debug. Additionally, it is easy to overwrite saved files since new files are automatically saved when you access the provided programs and run them (a typical use case if you're debugging and want to see if your program is still working properly).
-Debugging-instead of just saying that 'Error in your code: There was an error in your code.' say what it was. Layout-I liked how one half of the screen was my code and the other half was the API/video, but I wish I could have scrolled separately (then I could see what I was coding AND look at the API that I wanted to see (because I couldn't do that, I just copied pasted what I was reading)). Waiting-didn't really like having to wait for other people to finish using it. Mistaken key presses-didn't really like that if you left during your coding session (like clicked on 'home' or something, you had wait until that session ended so you could go inside again (did that make sense??)).
-Printing error messages! 'There is a bug in your code' was a bit frustrating since I didn't know where to look. It'd be neat if there were line numbers in each function for it to point out error locations, maybe using some kind of mapping to edit the error message that JavaScript gives to print the function and relative line number. Also it would start flashing at the bottom annoyingly when I kept programming after it switched to the simulation. It would also be nice to be able to add helper functions, maybe with their own text boxes. Finally, it would be nice to have a console to log to rather than sending debugging text to things with limited length/no scrolling (like drawing text on the screen or appending to the instructions text).
Now that you are familiar with the API, what are some examples of applications you would build if you had more time?
-(no answer) -I would have liked to build a game that involved collecting coins on screen while avoiding the Euglena. However, my experience with JavaScript is limited so it would require more time and dedication.
-better version of my agar.io app, euglena sprint where euglenas would race across the screen and their finish times would be recorded, pacman where the euglena act as ghosts -A dance floor that synchronizes with the song of your choice.
-It would be really cool to build an application that visually tracked the euglena's movement across the screen and how they interact with each other. The paths that euglena take after coming within close proximity would be really interesting, as well as the paths they take in relation to light.
-not sure -An experiment to test reaction time, an experiment where the direction of the light revolves at different speeds to see which is the fastest that can get the Euglena to reliably rotate in the same direction, or an experiment to study whether and how Euglena react when they get close to each other.
What are some ideas you have for extending the API and online interface?
-(no answer) -I would add an option to enter sandbox mode instead of selecting a live microscope.
-API: function to return all euglenas in rect; function to return elapsed time; function to return count of all euglena on screen (can be done with current function if bounding rect is set to screen rect); Interface: ability to end experiment early or to return to experiment if accidentally clicking 'Home'; alert if application crashed due to an internal error and instructions to reload -More pre-built functions for faster coding.
-I would definitely add more extensive messaging and comprehensive debugging tools to make the IDE easier to use and faster to debug.
-See above for the 'can be improved' sections. Also, maybe emphasize when the code is running/is not? (currently you have an orange box appear around the pressed button, maybe make that less ugly and more noticable? or have 'your code is running' pop up when the code is running?) -See two questions ago. Also it'd have saved time on my experiment to have a control function that takes in an angle and magnitude and sets the LEDs the way it would be set by moving the joystick to that angle and magnitude.
Interface items fixed or added for user study 2 and 3
• We implemented the virtual sandbox simulation mode.
• The API documentation on the interface was written more clearly, with function input and output types more explicitly defined.
• Fixed the issue where the space bar mapped to scrolling behavior in some browsers. Instead, users were given full control of keypress behavior.
• Detailed stack traces were printed to the user when their program resulted in an error.
SI7: Study 2 responses.
What did you like about the API? -It was easy to understand. The pre-written examples were really helpful. I used those for syntax-lookup and to become familiar with the language. Just so you know, the 'space' key resets the whole program (it's the equivalent of the 'Run Program' button) in the avoidEuglena game for some reason, which you probably don't want.
-I liked that it incorporated all the features of javascript, and required minimal additional information to get started coding. Also the examples for the functions provided were useful.
-I think it is really cool, because being able to program applications based on data from living beings in such an easy way is a whole new thing.
-convenient access to biology experiment; data playback module is great -The API was nice and clean
What aspects of the API can be improved? -Maybe you can have pre-written functions or loops that people can look up and insert quickly into their code. For example, 'turn on this LED at time x', or 'record all positions of Cell 3 for the whole experiment with one data point every 2 seconds'. For a first time user, it's a lot of time to figure out syntax for everything, so some templates would speed it up a lot. For example, translating the timeLeft thing to a D R A F T more normal timestamp could be a pre-written function. You might also eventually want the user to be able to access the history of which buttons (or what joystick positions) they pressed during their session at what time, so that they can eventually compare that to their data.
-The API's documentation had a few minor errors, and was difficult to debug in. Also, the simulation mode sometimes did not draw properly.
-The debugging was a bit difficult. The programs crashed multiple times. So, just the normal stability issues would help. Other than that, it works well.
-each session is too short (workflow interruptions is painful) -getTimeLeft() probably has bug ? it was giving me a negative number that was decreasing with time (increasing in magnitude).
What did you like about the online interface? -It was easy to understand, and it was aesthetic.
-Everything was clean and easily accessible.
-It was fairly intuitive to use it, and structuring the code into start, run, end, keyPressed, etc., was very useful. It helps to have example codes, as well as all the functions that come with the API.
-live code playground format -being able to code and see results side by side 
What are some ideas you have for extending the API and online interface?
-There's the thing I mentioned earlier about being able to access the history of the buttons you pressed during the session. I also think that it would be nice to be automatically given a visual of all the cell tracks that got recorded in your session as soon as it's over. Maybe you can select the cells that looked interesting to you and replay the movie with those highlighted or something. In terms of data recording, you can have an interface that lets you choose how often you want to record, and what you want to record/calculate from each cell (position, velocity, etc) at the beginning of the experiment. So basically, reducing that part of the code to an interface. It would also be nice to zoom in and out of the video while the experiment/game is going on, so that you can look at specific cells. But I don't know if that is a challenge optically. Maybe eventually, you'll be able to click on a Euglena and follow it, so that it doesn't go out of frame.
-See above my comment on word wrap. It would be nice to have some more consistent way to receive error messages, or step through the code line by line.
-Definitely an easier programming interface, that does not rely on knowledge of javascript would help. Also, being able to run a script on multiple BPU at the same time (especially for experiment purposes).
-it would be great if user can upload/link external libraries or their own js files -have a separate window/tab for coding, possibly debugging interface too.
SI8: Study 3 responses.
Program 1: How does moving the sliders affect the Euglena organism behaviors (it may take 20-30s to see an effect)?
-they seem to be confused before they move away from the light -They seem to move toward the light when the sliders are turned up.
-They move away -I should have read this first before playing around. I didnt see anything -They seem to be moving away from the light.
-they move away -the euglena move away from the light, and they move faster when the intensity is greater -The organisms appear to be moving away from the side that I increase the slider on.
-They appear to be spinning.
-It looks like the Euglena are repelled by wherever the light is, which can be seen by the Euglena entering the screen from the side with light but not exiting the screen on that same side, while they're freely appearing in and out of the screen on the other three non-lit sides.
-Sometimes it makes them more likely to turn in circles.
Other times it makes the move more rapidly.
-Initially, the euglena spin in circles without direction and they eventually move away from the side with slider on.
-Euglena move away from the slider that is activated.
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-They stabilize slower -They did not seem to be very responsive to light, therefore I always tried max intensity.
-Bright light they seem to move away from, low lighting they spin in circles.
-Not sure -The greater the intensity of light, the quicker and more precisely alpha values will stabilize around the while line -It looked around the same to me regardless of intensity.
-It seems like it should take longer for the alpha to stabilize at lower intensities. The simulation didn't really express that though.
-Yes, the Euglena respond differently to different intensities of light. I would say it takes significantly longer for the 'alpha' values to stabilize around the white line at different light intensities; the smaller the light intensity, the longer it takes for the 'alpha' values to stabilize.
-It seems like the Euglena respond faster to the higher intensities of light. Especially because the red dots stablize much faster around the white lines when the light is more intense. However, other times it seemed like there wasn't a large difference.
-Lower intensities result in a faster stabilization rate because there is not a stunned directionless state for the euglena but it seems as though the R value is bigger in the lower intensity light as if euglenas have more degrees of freedom being able to move diagonally away from the light rather than just directly opposite of the light.
-If the intensity is too low, the Euglena respond very little. It seemed to me that a high intensity has to be used in order to observe any change.
-Yes it takes much longer to stabilize with higher |R| values when intensity is low.
Post-study: What differences did you notice in the simulation/sandbox vs. live modes?
-Wasn't sure how to use the simulation mode -Simulation did not have any lag.
-The sandbox was quicker to respond since it's not real -The simulation had showed a clear representation of how Euglena would respond to light. The live version did not seem to follow the theory or not noticeably.
-Simulation is much faster.
-Euglena are much more responsive in simulation mode, results are hard to interpret in live simulation -The euglena behaved more predictably in the sandbox mode. I often messed around in the live mode confused, then the sandbox mode made my uncertain conclusions about the effect of light more clear.
-The behavior in live mode in much messier and complex.
-The simulation is much more responsive.
-The simulation gives a more accurate reading, while the live mode is more realistic and takes a bit longer to try and make hypotheses from.
-I thought the sandbox mode was way easier because the Euglena responded much faster -Simulation has faster, cleaner response times. High intensity light in simulation doesn't result in stunned euglena.
-Simulation mode is much quicker to respond and as a result is easier to observe.
-In the simulation the behavior seems almost fake. The randomness and unpredictability of live organisms is missing.
Post-study: Do you prefer using the simulation or live mode? Why?
-Live mode -easier to play around with and observe the behaviors -Live mode, because it was cool to get a real reaction from the Euglena.
-Live mode because you get to see how the organism actually respond rather than how they are supposed to.
-I prefered the live version, because they are cute.
-Simulation.
-playing around in live mode is more fun but much harder to interpret plots -The live mode is pretty neat (I'm controlling a lightbulb far away?!), but I think the simulation mode is easier to use.
-Live mode, it was cool being able to control living organisms in real-time.
-Live mode-it's more fun to watch the real Euglena! -For accurate readings/answers, i prefer the simulation. For actual experimentation purposes, I prefer the live mode. Both modes have their positives and negatives.
-I liked love mode better because it seemed more realistically slow -I prefer both because simulation gives quicker results but it doesn't give any interesting information on why the euglena get stunned or how long they are 'paralyzed' -Live mode is much more fun to use because the experiment feels real. (Maybe if the simulation looked more similar to D R A F T the real deal this would be different?) -Overall I prefer to use the live mode because it more closely represents the behavior of the organism that I'm trying to study. Having said that I often found myself having to wait for the microscope to be available which is annoying and also sometimes there weren't many organisms available on the screen. If there were more microscopes so I didn't have to wait for one and also could select the one with most organisms at that moment, It would have improved the experience of using the live mode. • Participant 2: This participant created two programs. One program is an experiment to determine whether it is better to use a flashing light stimulus or a steady light stimulus to induce 90 degree turns in Euglena. The procedure is to hold the light on for 10 seconds and detect Euglena swimming in the correct direction, saving their IDs, velocity, and position. If testing steady light, the program turns on the appropriate LED to induce 90 degree turn (steady light) for 5 seconds. If testing flashing light, the program turns on the appropriate LED to induce a 90 degree turn for 0.4 seconds, and turns it off for 0.1 seconds, checking the time remaining each time, for a total of 5 seconds. Lines of code: 121. The other program is a two-player game. The first player lines up a virtual green circle 'ball' using the A and D keys and 'shoots' it with space. The second player then uses the W, A, S, and D keys to control LEDs to try to steer the Euglena. Lines of code: 104.
• Participant 3: Displays the average velocity of all organisms on the screen, updated in real time. The program also displays the ID of all organisms next to the organism. Lines of code: 57.
• Participant 4: Displays the average orientation of all organisms in the display area. The visualization is a white line oriented towards the current average orientation, as shown in Fig. 5A . The program also displays the count of the organisms. Lines of code: 110.
• Participant 5: A variation of Guess the LED where the LED light intensity changes as the user progresses through the game. Lines of code: 68. Number of lines of code is calculated as the raw code written by the user, not including empty lines and commented lines. Log and debugging statements were included in the line count. 2109  2110  2111  2112  2113  2114  2115  2116  2117  2118  2119  2120  2121  2122  2123  2124  2125  2126  2127  2128  2129  2130  2131  2132  2133  2134  2135  2136  2137  2138  2139  2140  2141  2142  2143  2144  2145  2146  2147  2148  2149  2150  2151  2152  2153  2154  2155  2156  2157  2158  2159  2160  2161  2162  2163  2164  2165  2166  2167  2168  2169  2170   .   2171  2172  2173  2174  2175  2176  2177  2178  2179  2180  2181  2182  2183  2184  2185  2186  2187  2188  2189  2190  2191  2192  2193  2194  2195  2196  2197  2198  2199  2200  2201  2202  2203  2204  2205  2206  2207  2208  2209  2210  2211  2212  2213  2214  2215  2216  2217  2218  2219  2220  2221  2222  2223  2224  2225  2226  2227  2228  2229  2230  2231 In order to come up with a rough estimate of the work that would be involved to make the same program without Bioty, we analyze the code for the realtime plot of x-velocity over time with user joystick control of light stimulus (SI10). When spaces and comments are removed, this program has 60 lines of code. Without Bioty, we estimate that this program would require at least several hundreds of lines of code and a vast amount of engineering knowledge beyond JavaScript programming.
First, we expand each API function called in the program once, assuming that a user could write a subroutine themselves. The API functions called in SI10 are: drawLine, drawText, getAllEuglenaIDs, getEuglenaVelocity, and setLED. The first two functions are drawing functions, which could be implemented in one line of code without Bioty. The following are estimates of the lines of code required for each of the remaining API functions:
getAllEuglenaIDs Assigning an ID to each organism requires multi-object tracking. Our multi-object tracking implementation, written in C++ using OpenCV to create a Kalman Filter paired with the Hungarian Algorithm, is over 1000 lines of code. As a generous estimation, we assume that a developer writing concise code could get a working implementation in about 500 lines of code.
Since object tracking would usually not be implemented in JavaScript due to performance reasons, additional code is required to communicate between the C++ and JavaScript layers. Our implementation using PNaCl includes over 20 lines of C++ and over 100 lines of JavaScript code for this communication. A concise developer may be able to implement this in 50 lines of JavaScript and C++ code combined.
In total, the implementation of getAllEuglenaIDs and multiobject tracking in general would take 650 lines of code.
getEuglenaVelocity Once the multi-object tracking is implemented, only 2 extra lines of code are required for calculating velocity and bookkeeping the velocity for all organisms.
setLED Turning on an LED requires the implementation of two servers: one for the web server and one running on the embedded device controlling the microscope video feed and LED lights. Using an efficient web framework like ExpressJS, each base server could be implemented in at least 10 lines of code. Using extremely generous estimates, the code for communicating commands between servers could be implemented in 10 lines each, the code for reading from a live camera stream could be 10 lines. In our actual implementation, the number of lines of code required for all of these tasks is several orders of magnitude greater than these estimates.
Added together, implementing the code from scratch would require about 700 additional lines of code, spread over at least two systems. This means that Bioty results, generously, in at least a 10x decrease in the amount of code required. Using our underlying cloud lab implementation (a more realistic example), it would require thousands of lines of code to implement the same application. This code expansion is representative of the code savings for most programs written in Bioty that make use of both the organsim and sensor API functions. We also note that as any program expands in code size, the development time for each additional line of code is not linear but rather scales logarithmically due to the dependencies between the software components.
Beyond pure lines of code, a significant amount of knowledge is required to create such programs. The required knowledge includes object tracking algorithm fundamentals, how to develop a server to handle remote requests, development of an embedded system which can control LED lights, frontend development knowledge for drawing to an HTML canvas, handling live image streams, basic microfluidics, and basic microscopy. Much of the work cannot be quantified as it involves hardware development and working with a wet lab.
